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matcli
Typewritten Text
a feeling of great respect and approval

matcli
Typewritten Text
the act of worship; profound love or regard

matcli
Typewritten Text
to regard with respect and admiration

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text
To regard with blind admiration or devotion

matcli
Typewritten Text
deep respect for someone or something

matcli
Typewritten Text



matcli
Typewritten Text
ill will or resentment tending toward active hostility

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text
intense, disordered, and often destructive rage

matcli
Typewritten Text
anger or annoyance provoked by what is perceived as                                          unfair treatment

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text
a feeling of anger or displeasure about someone or                          something unfair

matcli
Typewritten Text

matcli
Typewritten Text
bitterness or ill feeling
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Typewritten Text
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Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
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Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
having mixed feelings or contradictory ideas about something or                                         someone

%username%
Typewritten Text
   

%username%
Typewritten Text
showing or feeling no interest, enthusiasm, or concern

%username%
Typewritten Text
wearied by dullness, tedious repetition, unwelcome attentions

%username%
Typewritten Text
        having or feeling no interest in something

%username%
Typewritten Text
showing a lack of worry or interest
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Typewritten Text
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Typewritten Text



%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
belonging to the very distant past and no              longer in existence

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
    old-fashioned or outdated

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
   very old or old-fashioned

%username%
Typewritten Text
     old-fashioned or obsolete

%username%
Typewritten Text
of, belonging to, or seeming to come from an early time                         in the very ancient past
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%username%
Typewritten Text
testing one's abilities; demanding

%username%
Typewritten Text
refusing to obey something or someone

%username%
Typewritten Text
refusing to obey rules or someone in authority

%username%
Typewritten Text
showing a desire to resist authority, control, or                             convention

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
disorderly and disruptive and not amenable to                      discipline or control
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Typewritten Text
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Typewritten Text



%username%
Typewritten Text
       sad and depressed; dispirited

%username%
Typewritten Text
in low spirits from loss of hope or courage

%username%
Typewritten Text
dark or poorly lit, esp. so as to appear depressing or                                    frightening

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
a gloomy state of mind, especially when habitual or                         prolonged; depression

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
characterized by, expressive of, or causing sorrow or misery



%username%
Typewritten Text
    feeling or showing deep hatred or disapproval

%username%
Typewritten Text
showing a rude and arrogant lack of respect

%username%
Typewritten Text
defiant of authority; disobedient to orders

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
showing contempt or lack of respect

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
impudent; flippant
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Typewritten Text
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Typewritten Text



%username%
Typewritten Text
causing laughter or providing entertainment

%username%
Typewritten Text
causing lighthearted laughter and amusement; comic

%username%
Typewritten Text
fond of or characterized by joking; humorous or playful

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
clever, witty, or readily effective

%username%
Typewritten Text
   

%username%
Typewritten Text
showing or characterized by quick and inventive                              verbal humor
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%username%
Typewritten Text
   causing laughter or providing entertainment

%username%
Typewritten Text
provoking mirth or amusement; funny

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
providing amusement or enjoyment

%username%
Typewritten Text
causing lighthearted laughter and amusement; comic

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
      unusual in a playful or amusing way
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Typewritten Text
    



%username%
Typewritten Text
deserving praise

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
having or showing care and conscientiousness in one's                                work or duties

%username%
Typewritten Text
serving as a desirable model; representing the best of its                                        kind

%username%
Typewritten Text
  

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
diligent and hard-working

%username%
Typewritten Text
continuing firmly or obstinately in a course of action in                     spite of difficulty or opposition



%username%
Typewritten Text
abundant in supply or quantity

%username%
Typewritten Text
enough or more than enough; plentiful

%username%
Typewritten Text
exuberantly plentiful; abundant

%username%
Typewritten Text
present in large numbers or quantities; plentiful

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
a large or excessive amount of (something)



%username%
Typewritten Text
having or revealing an exaggerated sense of one's own                             importance or abilities

%username%
Typewritten Text
           excessively proud of oneself; vain

%username%
Typewritten Text
          arrogantly superior and disdainful

%username%
Typewritten Text
having or showing a high or excessively high opinion of                       oneself or one's importance

%username%
Typewritten Text
           self-important; arrogant



%username%
Typewritten Text
able to be trusted as being accurate or true; reliable

%username%
Typewritten Text
            important; significant

%username%
Typewritten Text
strong and assertive; vigorous and powerful

%username%
Typewritten Text
of great significance or value; likely to have a profound           effect on success, survival, or well-being

%username%
Typewritten Text
            important or momentous



%username%
Typewritten Text
fearful apprehension; a feeling that something bad will                                      happen

%username%
Typewritten Text
foreboding evil; inauspicious; unlucky

%username%
Typewritten Text
  

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
giving the impression that something bad or unpleasant is                                 going to happen

%username%
Typewritten Text
ominously significant or indicative

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
having a hostile or deliberately frightening quality or                                             manner

%username%
Typewritten Text





%username%
Typewritten Text
      to frustrate; thwart

%username%
Typewritten Text
showing the loss of all hope

%username%
Typewritten Text
downcast; depressed; dejected

%username%
Typewritten Text
dark or poorly lit, esp. so as to appear depressing or                                   frightening

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
    beyond optimism or hope; desperate



%username%
Typewritten Text
     sarcastic or incisive

%username%
Typewritten Text
I

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
bitingly sarcastic

%username%
Typewritten Text
     sharp taunting and ridicule that wounds

%username%
Typewritten Text
scornfully or cynically mocking

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
using humor, irony, exaggeration, or ridicule to expose             and criticize people's          stupidity or vices



%username%
Typewritten Text
a sentimental or wistful yearning for the happiness felt                    in a former place, time, or situation

%username%
Typewritten Text
actuated, effected, or determined by emotion rather                              than reason

%username%
Typewritten Text
having or showing a feeling of vague or regretful longing

%username%
Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text
very sympathetic or responsive; generous in spirit

%username%
Typewritten Text
         resembling a dream; soothing and serene



%username%
Typewritten Text
            asserting opinions in a dictatorial manner

%username%
Typewritten Text
difficult to manage, control, or subdue

%username%
Typewritten Text
refusing to give up or let go

%username%
Typewritten Text
     not bending or giving in; inflexible

%username%
Typewritten Text
admirably purposeful, determined, and unwavering
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Typewritten Text

%username%
Typewritten Text




